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Flair Expands Capabilities with Recent Additions
Acquisition of NuPack Corporation and construction of Quantum Industries  
expand company’s international capabilities

Flair is pleased to announce 
the acquisition of NuPack 

Corporation (NuPack), an 
international supplier of flexible 
packaging materials, to strengthen 
Flair’s approach as an integrated 
supplier in the industry.  Located 
in Incheon, South Korea, NuPack 
provides high quality manufacturing, 
printing, and converting services 
to produce exceptional flexible 
packaging products for a wide range of 
customers. Adding these components 
and capacity provides Flair with 
increased control, flexibility, and 
efficiency in business operations which 
results in a high level of quality and 
service for customers.

The acquisition of NuPack includes 
the following capabilities:
•   Rotogravure printing presses  

(8 color; Flair is also exploring a  
10 color press for 2016)

•   Pouch converting, including 
spouting

•  Dry lamination
•  Slitting
•  Laser perforation

Flair has also commenced operations 
at Quantum Industries (Quantum) in 
Pyeongtaek, South Korea. Quantum, 
which began production in May 2015, 
is a manufacturing facility specializing 
in multi-layer extrusion (7-9 layers) 
of high barrier lamination purpose 
film.  In addition to producing film, 
the facility allows Flair to conduct 

additional research and development 
exploring new film compositions and 
engineering.

“We are excited to add the capabilities 
of these two facilities to our existing 
business,” said Young So, President 
of Flair. “The growth of Flair has 
provided such opportunities that will 
continue to provide our customers 
with excellence in flexible packaging 
solutions.” ■

Quantum Industries

Recognition for a Collective Effort
Flair receives distinction for growth in the packaging industry

Flair was recently recognized by Packaging Strategies as one of the “Fastest Growing Packaging 
Companies” of 2015!  To qualify for the list, companies had to post at least $1 million in revenue 

in 2014 and the ranking was based on the compound annual growth rate over the last five years.  Flair 
is very proud of this tremendous accomplishment and would like to thank the hard-working employees 
and customers who made this award possible! ■

Click here to read the full article.

NuPack Corporation

http://www.packagingstrategies.com/articles/88343-fastest-growing-packaging-companies-of-2015
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Do you enjoy the convenience of shopping at a
department store or supermarket and having the

ability to purchase multiple items from one location?  We 
thought so.  This is why Flair is busy creating new products 
and working towards becoming your “one-stop shop” for 
lidding films. The goal is to provide a full lineup of lidding 
films designed for multiple product applications that will 
run on all types of tray or lid machines. 

The LiDynamics® product 
group will offer a diverse 
selection of lidding films 
depending on your requirements, including various barrier 
properties, peelable seals, permanent weld seals, anti-fog for 
high clarity, and high barrier shrinkable film for modified 
atmosphere applications. The high gloss films, which can 
also be custom printed, work well for a variety of products 
including prepared meals, pasta, dairy products, dips, 
dressings, soups, fresh vegetables, and more. 

The LiDynamics® lidding films will include:

TruPeel®

TruPeel® films offer peelable seals to 
many substrates and are ideal for a 
variety of applications including dairy 
products, sauces, processed meats, 
salads, sandwich trays, microwaveable 
meals, and more. 

TruSeal®

Flair’s TruSeal® films are designed to seal to polyethylene 
and polypropylene trays and containers. These films offer 
a permanent weld seal and are available with anti-fog for 
products that require increased clarity. We also offer our 
TruSeal® FreshCut film which is ideal for sliced or diced 
fruits and vegetables. (Samples are available.)

PROVEN®

Flair’s PROVEN® film is 
designed for use in both 
conventional and microwave 
ovens and is ideal for ready 
meals. The dual-ovenable film 
is peelable and self-venting, 
helping to prevent uneven cooking by allowing steam to 
release. (Samples are available.) 

RePeelTM

RePeel™ is a peel and reseal film ideal for multi-use rigid 
or semi-rigid trays or as an alternative for expensive zipper 
packs. Applications for RePeel™ include cheese, snacks, 
pasta, dry food applications, and more. The film allows  
for approximately ten peel and reseal opportunities for  
the end user. 

Please note that these products are still in development, 
but may be available for sample trials (please see product 
descriptions above). However, Flair still has an extensive 
inventory of lidding films to fit many applications 
that are available for purchase.  Stay tuned for future 
communications regarding the LiDynamics® products! ■

We’ve Got You Covered
Flair working to introduce LiDynamics®, our full lineup of lidding films

During this time of year 
our thoughts turn gratefully

to those who have made our progress 
possible. We would like to say 

thank you 
and send our warmest thoughts and 
best wishes for a wonderful holiday 

season and a happy new year!


